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Just The Way You Are
Working for an answering service to support herself while
searching for her long-lost siblings, Hope Prescott finds
herself falling for wealthy businessman Zachariah Givens
after she mistakes him for a butler.
Just The Way You AreEK Publishing, LLC
Just The Way You Are by Elise Title released on Feb 22,
1993 is available now for purchase.
The South sizzles in New York Times bestselling author
Beverly Barton's sultry tale of a woman torn between two
brothers... Mary Beth Caine has always been the good girl in
her small Mississippi town. But when a big, protective,
shamelessly sexy stranger offers to console her on the night
of her disastrous engagement party, Mary Beth lets him--only
to discover that Parr Weston also happens to be the older
brother of her fiancé, Bobby Joe. Parr left Mississippi after
years spent holding his family together. Now that he's back,
he can't steal Bobby Joe's woman, and he sure can't offer
Mary Beth the tidy happily-ever-after she deserves. But
everything about the petite beauty--from her flame-gold hair
to her artless sensuality--makes him crave her more. Love or
lust, right or wrong, all he knows is that nothing has ever felt
like this before, and walking away will be the hardest thing
he's ever had to do...
Bruno Mars hit several Billboard charts with this catchy and
uplifting song from his debut album Doo-Wops & Hooligans.
Finn gave it the ultimate Glee treatment on the popular "Furt"
episode! This easy piano arrangement features lyrics, chord
symbols, and helpful fingering suggestions.
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Teaches Us About Consciousness, Dying, Addiction,
Depression, and Transcendence? ???? ??? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????
Praise for The 12 factors of Business Success
"Kevin Hogan is a thinker-and a doer. He has a
devoted following that lives by his wisdom. His latest
book on achievement is not optional. If you are
looking to climb the success ladder, Kevin Hogan's
book will be there for you at every rung of the
journey-to teach you, to support you, and to
encourage you to achieve your dreams." —Jeffrey
Gitomer, author of The Little Red Book of Selling
"One of the most intelligent and genuinely thoughtful
books written on the subject of success." —Mark
Joyner, futurist, and #1 bestselling author of
Simpleology "The authors' valuable insights on
business success and leadership will help people in
any walk of life take their performance to the next
level. The 12 Factors of Business Success is an
impressive, straightforward, no-nonsense road map
to bring out the best in each one of us." —Steven
McWhorter, CEO, Securities America, Inc.
Sometimes, the most unlikely of friends are the best
of friends. From the slow tortoise and the fast hare,
to the proud lion and the silly monkey, this adorable
tale tells of all types of friendships and shows that
true friends will love you just the way you are.
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This book makes universal spiritual laws of
awareness and purpose available in the simplest
language possible in the form of a dialogue between
Suraj and Cathy. It makes cosmic principles easy to
understand and practice in our daily lives. The
importance of relationships in our spiritual growth is
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emphasized. The author has explained how two
people can accept each other and thereby become
more fulfilled, happy and complete individuals.
Happiness must not be a mere concept which should
only be discussed and debated, but a true value
which should be apparent in our lives and must
pervade our interactions with people.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music,
video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
Give this special notebook to the one you love,
makes a great and very thoughtful note with your
hand writing in your own words to express your
deeply true feelings for the great keepsake
memories. - Give to your kids in the Graduate, First
day of work, Wedding day. - Give to your Couples,
Family, Friend to cheer up, gratitude them or can
give for a special occasion: Valentine's, Anniversary,
Birthday. - Behind you write down your own word
pages, there are many note pages for them to use
for diary or daily note. Product details: - Size 6x9
inches - Gloss cover - Total 110 Pages
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Introducing an adorable book and plush toy set all
about God's unconditional love. The heart-warming
book features sweet, rhyming text and colorful
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illustrations that will encourage children to engage
with each page.
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Tired of their normal appearances, the animals want to look
special for the big party but come to realize that they are
special just the way they are. Die-cut pages offer glimpses of
each animal's dream transformation.
Faith's hair has always been one of the highlights of her
beauty. Her hair was beautiful, shiny, natural, and curly. Her
family adored her kinky curly coils. But one late day to school,
changed everything! With a short amount of time to fix her
hair, Faith decides to embrace her natural beauty and wear
an afro for picture day. However, the "mean" girls at Faith's
school decide to tease her for embodying and wearing her
natural hair. Read how Faith handles bullying and learns to
love herself just the way she is!
Love happens when you least expect it... Sameer is a Steve
Jobs fan, a consultant at an investment bank, and a confused
soul looking for love. As he moves cities to study and work,
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he falls in and out of love, but fails to find the one person who
belongs with him. In comes Shagun, whom he marries. But
he leaves the very next day for Switzerland...to start a dream
Job. In the meantime, Shagun starts reading his diary! What
does she find in there? Will this spell the end of their
marriage? With Sameer not around to defend himself, what is
the future of their relationship? Just the Way You Are is a
humorous, heart-warming story about one man’s quest for
true love.
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Princess Gone Wild! When Princess Rosalina discovers her
fiancé cheating on her, she's done being dutiful. Jumping on
a plane, she lands five thousand miles away in a world of hot
cowboys, jean skirts, and tequila. Grabbing her chance to fly
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under the radar, she plans on acting out every single fantasy
she's denied herself while trying to meet the expectations of
her family and country. Brodie Bowie doesn't know what
happened. One minute he's wreaking havoc and tearing up
the slopes with his brothers, and the next he's an outsider. All
of them are in serious relationships. He just can't figure out
why they'd put a ring on it when there's so much fun to be had
as a single man. Brodie's not the settling down type, but then
he's never met anyone like the woman who jumps in front of
his bulldozer, refusing to let him dig up his meadow. The
feisty chemist and perfumer is everything he never knew he
wanted. Except she only wants a summer fling before she
goes back to her real life...as a princess. He doesn't fit in her
world, and there's no way she can live in his. But a love like
theirs doesn't play by the rules. Previously published as The
Reluctant Boyfriend

This is a detailed guide to every single and artist that has
ever appeared in the UK chart. It includes details on
when the song was released, top position, weeks in
chart, awards, track title, label and catalogue number.
Everything you need to know about motivation is
included in this book: * How Motivation Increases SelfEsteem * How to Increase Productivity at Work with
Motivation * Motivation for Recovering Drug Addicts *
How to Motivate Yourself and Others * Motivation and
your Health * How to Teach Motivation to Children *
Motivation and your Career * Successful Motivation
Methods * How to Keep Yourself Going
When you look in the mirror, what do you see? Are you
happy with your body? You should be, but it's
understandable if you're not. We all look at ourselves in
the mirror and wish for a change. But in reality, you're
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perfect the way you are. If you ask someone close to
you, chances are they'll say the same thing. This
children's book relates to adults and children alike.
Wouldn't it be nice if everyone loved the body they were
born with? Both children and adults frequently criticize
parts of their bodies, often to the surprise of others
around them who see nothing wrong. The young girl in
this story is having this same issue. She is curious to
know if her body is "normal" and asks her family their
opinion.
Just the Way You Are, is a modern-day fairy-tale
targeted to tween audiences. While, in part, it pays
homage to William Shakespeare through selected
elements of both A Midsummer Night's Dream and
Romeo and Juliet, it is also reminiscent of Hans Christian
Andersen's The Little Mermaid.
I love the silly things you say, The funny things you do,
Our quiet times, our crazy times. In all ways I love you!
This touching story follows a mother and son from
morning to bedtime. Little ones will recognise familiar
activities such as dressing-up, reading, painting, having
a bath and saying goodnight. I Love You Just the Way
You Are features playful rhyming text which is pleasure
to read aloud perfect for snuggling down with your
preschooler before bed.
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